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On the one hand:

The Sardis coin catalogue of 1916 isn't fully illustrated.

It has been impossible to illustrate this volume as fully as had been intended.

The silver coins from the Basis were last seen by the writer in June 1912, when he deposited
them in the Imperial Museum at Constantinople. Since then he has repeatedly attempted to 
obtain them for further study and for taking casts; but each time he has been informed that 
they have been mislaid and cannot be found.

Sardis - Volume 11 - Coins - H W Bell - 1916
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

On the other hand:

The Sardis coin catalogue of 1916 documents an intriguing Byzantine storyline.

Firstly:

No coins were found for the 199 years between 668 and 867.

The period of 199 years between the death of Constantine III (A.D. 668) and the accession 
of Basil I (A. D. 867) is, up to the present, represented by no coins whatsoever.

Sardis - Volume 11 - Coins - H W Bell - 1916
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

Secondly:

A hoard of Byzantine coins suggest the reign of Heraclius 610-641 is significant.

Of the 354 Byzantine coins, 216 were found in a tightly-packed mass under a large block of 
marble which had been removed from the cella wall and lay at the height of about one metre
above the level of the pteroma. 

The coins had been contained in a bag, and the impression of its fabric could clearly be seen 
in the corrosion on many of them. Nearly all (203) of the coins forming this hoard are 
dated in the early years of the reign of Heraclius I (A. D. 610-41).
...
Judging from the location of the hoard, it may be assumed to have been the savings of a 
labourer employed in quarrying stones from the abandoned shrine: in Professor Butler's 
volume on the Excavations, it will be shown that the early part of the seventh century was 
the period of the most painstaking dilapidation of the Temple of Artemis.

Sardis - Volume 11 - Coins - H W Bell - 1916
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

A cella … is the inner chamber of an ancient Greek or Roman temple in classical antiquity.

Wikipedia - Cella
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cella

Thirdly:

The very noticeable differences in design between the early and late Byzantine coins reinforces 
the view that the reign of Heraclius 610-641 was significant.

Sardis - Volume 11 - Coins - H W Bell - 1916
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Beginning in the 11th century and continuing for about three centuries, the coinage of 
the Eastern Roman (“Byzantine”) Empire shows an increasingly cup-shaped fabric.
…
During the reign of emperor Michael IV (1034-1041), the gold coins became slightly 
concave. By the middle of the 12th century, most of the coinage in all metals was deeply 
cupped. The reason for this bizarre transformation has baffled and intrigued generations of 
numismatists.
…
It seems clear that the main reason for the emergence of the concave fabric, and its survival
for almost three centuries, was to make thin coins strong enough to resist bending and 
breakage.

Why Did Byzantine Coins Become Cup-Shaped?
Coin Week - Mike Markowitz - 25 April 2014

https://coinweek.com/ancient-coins/byzantine-coins-become-cup-shaped/

Fourthly:

The Byzantine coins are remarkably respectful of the Four Horizons.

In 1971 an additional 1,234 Byzantine coins were added to the catalogue of Sardis finds.

These coins are dated from A.D. 491 to 1282. 
...
The catalogue describes the 1,234 identifiable Byzantine coins and one seal found at Sardis 
during the eleven seasons of 1958-1968.

All coins were of copper or billon except for three of gold and one of silver.

Byzantine Coins - George E Bates - 1971
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

The 1971 illustrations suggest mutilated coins were common in the reign of Constans II 641-668.

The four Constans II coins found in high levels of the fill in the four Byzantine shops 
were clearly intrusions.
…
Furthermore, most of the Phocas, Heraclius, and Constans II coins were overstruck on 
earlier flans from which the original impressions had not been completely erased.
…
The thirteen known types of Constans II folles have been classified … 

Byzantine Coins - George E Bates - 1971
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

Phocas was Byzantine emperor from 602 to 610.

Wikipedia - Phocas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phocas

Heraclius was the Byzantine emperor from 610 to 641.

Wikipedia - Heraclius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heraclius_I

Constans II … was emperor of the Byzantine Empire from 641 to 668.

Wikipedia - Constans II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constans_II

The 1971 catalogue also suggests it's common practice to assign rulers to “anonymous” coins.

The eleven classes (A through L ) of the anonymous copper coinage and the attributions 
proposed by Thompson have been adopted for the catalogue.

Byzantine Coins - George E Bates - 1971
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

The temporal distribution of the 1971 batch of coins associated with the early Byzantine rulers 
[inclusive of Justinian I 527-565] suggest their dates should be incremented by about 50 years.

Byzantine Coins - George E Bates - 1971
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

Nevertheless, the Sardis Byzantine coin catalogues create a really remarkable chronology.

A really remarkable chronology that spectacularly documents the Arabian Horizon.

Destruction of the City

The coins give a fairly precise date for the final destruction of Sardis.

The evidence of widespread destruction and burning, the presence in the burned layers of 
large numbers of Byzantine copper coins dating from 491 to 616 and not thereafter, and the 
lack of signs of reconstruction argue for the destruction of the city no earlier than 616

Byzantine Coins - George E Bates - 1971
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

During the cataclysmic 7th Century Byzantine–Sasanian War, Sardis was in 615 one of 
the cities sacked in the invasion of Asia Minor by the Persian Shahin.

Though the Byzantines eventually won the war, the damage to Sardis was never fully 
repaired. 

Wikimedia - Sardis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sardis

The Arabian Horizon was a Natural Disaster [centred on 636.72 CE] that is easily 
identified in Leona Libby’s Old Japanese Cedar Tree chronology ...

Malaga Bay - Arabian Horizon: Battle of Yarmouk
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2020/06/09/arabian-horizon-battle-of-yarmouk/

After the Arabian Horizon there was only “minor resettlement” of Sardis in the 10th-13th centuries.

More than 80 percent of them predate the early seventh century destruction, over 7 percent 
were remnants of a military encampment in the mid-seventh century, and the remaining 10 
percent were scattered finds from minor resettlement of the area in the tenth to 
thirteenth centuries.

Byzantine Coins - George E Bates - 1971
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

The little church at the southeast angle was built when the earth about the temple had 
risen to a level about a metre and a half above the platform (Ill. 118).

Sardis - Volume 1 - The Excavations - Howard Crosby Butler - 1916
https://archive.org/details/pt1sardispublica01ameruoft/page/112/mode/1up

On a much higher level, and a little to the south of the flank of the temple, another 
mutilated colossal male head was brought to light, even more disfigured than the other.
 
It shows the neck quite completely all around, but the beard and all the features have been 
intentionally battered away, leaving a shapeless mass of marble. 

Near by was discovered part of a hand of the same giant scale as the head and, later on, the 
upper joint of a huge thumb ; these fragments showing conclusively that the heads belonged 
to colossal statues which probably stood near the temple and were broken up in the process 
of lime making.

Lime-kilns in considerable numbers were disclosed on at least three different levels, one 
showing , many early Byzantine coins, one with coins of the late concave type, and the other
not far below the surface.

Sardis - Volume 1 - The Excavations - Howard Crosby Butler - 1916
https://archive.org/details/pt1sardispublica01ameruoft/page/66/mode/1up

It appears Sardis and Rome followed the same pattern of destruction and renewal:

• The destruction of Massive Monumental Masonry at the Arabian Horizon

• Minor resettlement of the area in the tenth to thirteenth centuries.

• The recycling of Massive Monumental Masonry to produce lime.

• Rebuilding in brick.

In theory, the stratigraphic layers from the Crypta Balbi in Rome should be fairly well 
aligned with the stratigraphic layers from Kom El Deka in Alexandria, Egypt.

A side-by-side comparison confirms Alexandria and Rome are fairly well aligned.

Malaga Bay - R for Rome
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/09/07/r-for-rome/
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The top of the rotunda wall features a series of brick relieving arches, visible on the 
outside and built into the mass of the brickwork. 

The Pantheon is full of such devices – for example, there are relieving arches over the 
recesses inside – but all these arches were hidden by marble facing on the interior and 
possibly by stone revetment or stucco on the exterior.

Wikipedia - Pantheon, Rome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantheon%2C_Rome

Furthermore:

Sardis has a very well catalogued collection of Roman coins.

For the period of 150 years between the final triumph of Constantine the Great over 
Licinius and the death of Leo I (A. D. 324-474) there are many more coins (148) than for 
the century and a half ending in A. D. 324.

Sardis - Volume 11 - Coins - H W Bell - 1916
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

The Roman coins reveal a distribution pattern that characterises a catastrophic collapse.

A small hoard, known as the 'Church-hoard', consisting of 25 bronze coins of this period, 
was found outside the chapel, and somewhat below the level of occupation of that time.

It was composed as follows:

Constantius II,   2 ; Valens,             1 ;
Valentinian II,    8 ; Theodosius I,   9 ;
Arcadius,            5 ;

and it was probably deposited about A. D. 400.

Sardis - Volume 11 - Coins - H W Bell - 1916
https://www.sardisexpedition.org/en/publications

Among the objects of interest discovered after the excavation of the great temple began were
numerous fragments of sculpture, many inscriptions mostly fragmentary, and a quantity 
of coins almost all later than the fourth century after Christ.

Sardis - Volume 1 - The Excavations - Howard Crosby Butler - 1916
https://archive.org/details/pt1sardispublica01ameruoft/page/53/mode/1up

But the Roman coin distribution pattern doesn't align with any of the identified Horizons.

On the upper level however, and above it, many coins came to light ; the earliest being those
of the Emperor Constantine the Great. Within 60 or 70 centimetres above the level, coins of 
Valens, Theodosius, Honorius, Leo, Justinian and Heraclius were discovered, and, above 
these, a metre or more below the surface, numerous concave late Byzantine copper coins.

Sardis - Volume 1 - The Excavations - Howard Crosby Butler - 1916
https://archive.org/details/pt1sardispublica01ameruoft/page/44/mode/1up

However, when the Late Roman rulers dates, beginning with Philip the Arab, are incremented 
by 244 years then the Late Roman and Byzantine chronologies align with the Arabian Horizon.

Philip the Arab was Roman emperor from 244 to 249.
...
After the death of Gordian III in February 244, Philip, who had been Praetorian prefect, 
achieved power.

Wikipedia - Philip the Arab
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emperor_Philip

In the strange spliced and diced domain of Roman chronology the transition from Gordian III to 
Philip the Arab is a significant splice point because the denarius died with Gordian III in 244.

The denarius was the standard Roman silver coin from its introduction in the Second 
Punic War c. 211 BC   to the reign of Gordian III (AD 238-244) … 

Wikipedia - Denarius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denarius

The life expectancy data suggests the compilers of the mainstream Roman Chronology 
merged two completely different sets of data during the 3rd and 4th centuries.

Malaga Bay - The Cock-Up of the 3rd Century
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/04/05/the-cock-up-of-the-3rd-century/

More precisely:

The denarius, Gordian III, and Sol Invictus came to the end of the line in 1424 CE.

Given the date range of the Antonine Plague [165-180 AD] it’s not unreasonable to adjust 
the calendar alignment so that 220 AD equates to 1400 CE i.e. an offset of 1,180 years.

Malaga Bay - 1400 Years of Fabricated Frosts
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/01/1400-years-of-fabricated-frosts/

Gordian III was Roman emperor from 238 to 244.
…
During Gordian's reign there were severe earthquakes, so severe that cities fell into the 
ground along with their inhabitants.

In response to these earthquakes Gordian consulted the Sibylline books.

Wikipedia - Gordian III
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gordian_III

Sol Invictus was long considered to be the official sun god of the later Roman Empire.

Wikipedia - Sol Invictus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sol_Invictus

The Earth’s Sol Invictus Orbit existed [in round numbers] between 850 CE and 1350 CE.

During the Sol Invictus Orbit it’s reported Earth’s shadow stretched beyond Mercury.

Malaga Bay - Ptolemy’s Paradigm: Sol Invictus Orbit
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/14/ptolemys-paradigm-sol-invictus-orbit/

The Sibylline Books were a collection of oracular utterances, set out in Greek hexameters, 
that, according to tradition, were purchased from a sibyl by the last king of Rome, 
Tarquinius Superbus, and were consulted at momentous crises through the history of the 
Republic and the Empire.

Wikipedia - Sibylline Books
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sibylline_Books

The spliced and diced Late Roman chronology starting with Philip the Arab and ending at the 
Arabian Horizon marks the extinction of colossal Roman rulers and their massive masonry.

Malaga Bay - C for Colossal
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/09/04/c-for-colossal/

The “decline” in Late Antiquity typically represents a “regression” of about 300 years.

Malaga Bay - Enigmatic Egypt: Roman Ruination – Red Sea Hills
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/05/28/enigmatic-egypt-roman-ruination-red-sea-hills/

Diocletian is seen as the most radical of all the Late Antiquity repeaters of everything 300 
years out of fashion.

Rome’s Imperial Stratigraphy Belongs To The 8th-10th Century Period
Q-Mag – Gunnar Heinsohn – 22 June 2014

http://www.q-mag.org/gunnar-heinsohns-answer-to-trevor-palmer.html 

Similarly:

The Arabian Horizon marks the extinction of colossal Sardis rulers and their massive masonry.

Sardis - Volume 1 - The Excavations - Howard Crosby Butler - 1916
https://archive.org/details/pt1sardispublica01ameruoft/page/6/mode/1up

Furthermore:

In the strange spliced and diced domain of Roman chronology the Arabian Horizon becomes a very
significant splice point when the dates of the Late Roman rulers are incremented by 244 years 
because the death of “the last emperor to rule the entire Roman Empire” in [ 395 + 244 = ] 639 is 
very closely aligned with the 637 nadir of the Arabian Horizon.

Theodosius I, also called Theodosius the Great, was Roman emperor from 379 to 395 … 
the last emperor to rule the entire Roman Empire before its administration was 
permanently split between two separate courts, one western, the other eastern. 

Wikipedia - Theodosius I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodosius_I

Theodosius I was the last person to rule both halves of the Roman Empire, dividing the 
administration between his sons Arcadius and Honorius on his death.

Wikipedia - List of Roman emperors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Roman_emperors

And when the dates of the Late Roman rulers are incremented by 244 years it becomes apparent 
that Roman and Byzantine coins were circulating simultaneously in Sardis during the Tetrarchy.

Malaga Bay - P for Porphyry
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/08/27/p-for-porphyry/

The Tetrarchy was the system instituted by Roman Emperor Diocletian in 293 to govern 
the ancient Roman Empire by dividing it between two senior emperors, the augusti, and their
juniors and designated successors, the caesares. … The term "tetrarchy" describes any form 
of government where power is divided among four individuals.

Wikipedia - Tetrarchy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrarchy

The Civil wars of the Tetrarchy were a series of conflicts between the co-emperors of the 
Roman Empire, starting in 306 AD with the usurpation of Maxentius and the defeat of 
Severus and ending with the defeat of Licinius at the hands of Constantine I in 324 AD.

Wikipedia - Civil Wars of the Tetrarchy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civil_wars_of_the_Tetrarchy

Mons Porphyrites is famous for being the only known source of “imperial porphyry”.

The site was … rediscovered in 1823.

Malaga Bay - Enigmatic Egypt: Roman Ruination – Red Sea Hills
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/05/28/enigmatic-egypt-roman-ruination-red-sea-hills/

The Tetrarchy is probably the nearest the Roman Republic ever came to evolving an empire.

Overall:

It's time to finally file and forget the familiar fictions of Edward Emily Gibbon et al.

Apparently, the Roman Empire didn’t need to steadily increase the number of Roman 
Legions as the empire expanded towards it’s “greatest extent” in 117 AD.

Malaga Bay - Roman Chronology: Legendary Legions
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/04/23/roman-chronology-legendary-legions/

A less charitable interpretation of the data suggests the entire Roman Empire narrative is 
creative fiction that incorporates convenient characters and available artefacts from Greek 
Republics scattered across Europe and around the Mediterranean Sea.

Malaga Bay - Roman Chronology: Credibility Gap
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/04/26/roman-chronology-credibility-gap/

The Roman Empire narrative is best understood as a theatrical production.

Malaga Bay - The Roman Empire In Three Acts
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2019/01/18/the-roman-empire-in-three-acts/

A more accurate assessment would credit Edward Emily Gibbon with popularizing 
Historical Romances in the English language.
…
Gibbon’s “most important” work of fiction monkeyed around with History to create the well 
known [but not so widely read] series of long-winded Historical Romances that are 
collectively called The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
…
Gibbon’s strange concept of “romantic” embraced siege, slaughter and subjugation while his
definition of “glorious” included the “rapacious” Norman Conquest of Africa.

Malaga Bay - Norman Cobblers
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/01/20/norman-cobblers/

As always:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.
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